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Ch-ch-ch-changes
Jill Knox

(AATH President 2013-2015)

By Maia Aziz

This spring marked the end of the presidency of beloved Jill Knox,

a highly sought educator, speaker and humorist whose expertise in

conflict resolution education and peacebuilding made her an ideal leader
for our association.

As an educator, Jill’s use of humor in the classroom led her to a career as a

speaker and founder of The Sunnyside, providing workshops and keynotes to

colleges, school districts, health centers, and women’s groups which emphasize

the power of humor in the workplace and in daily living. A strong advocate for life-long learning, she has

continued her path to enlightenment as a student of the National Peace Academy Peace Building, Peace

Learning certificate program. Jill is a Certified Laughter Leader with the World Laughter Tour, and Certified
Laughter Yoga Meditation Leader who profoundly understands the value of laughter and humor as
important tools in solving conflict, reducing stress, and maintaining well-being.

Jill became a member of AATH in 2005 and completed the Humor Academy program to receive her

Certified Humor Professional (CHP) designation in 2014. She was elected President in 2013; the year
the annual conference was hosted in her home town of San Diego and dedicated the theme of her

presidency to Humor for Peace, knowing that humor and laughter are gateways to a
more peaceful world.

Jill’s presidential reign was not without its challenges. Following the

memorable 2014 annual conference at the Red Skelton Museum and

Education Center in Vincennes, Indiana, for financial and organizational

reasons, it became clear that it was time for AATH to make some changes.
Dipping into her toolkit of peaceful negotiation skills, Jill artfully facilitated

the transition from Association Resources to Kathy Velasco’s team at V2

Marketing Communications. She seized this opportunity to move AATH to a

management company with a shared vision and strong team ethic. While the

transition of management companies combined with the simultaneous planning
Jill passes the President’s
gavel (or the fairy godmother
wand) to Mary Kay Morrison.

of the Philadelphia conference made for a complicated and very busy year, Jill

never let go of the wheel and fearlessly steered the board of directors and many
volunteers to shore, resulting in what many described as one of the best AATH

conferences to date. It was this exemplary leadership as president of AATH that

earned Jill the 2014 Invisible Disabilities Association’s Healthy Humor Award.

Thank you Jill, for your tireless dedication to AATH and your legacy of peaceful leadership. A legacy to be
followed by the perhaps slightly physically smaller but eternally sprightly footsteps of our new incoming
President, the ever-effervescent energizer bunny of therapeutic humor, Mary Kay Morrison.
Author
An administrator in the public health system in Montreal, Canada, Maia Aziz P.S.W., C.L.Y.L.
writes and speaks on living a life of love and laughter. Maia is the President-lect of the AATH,
www.withloveandlaughter.ca.
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Mary Kay
Mary Kay Morrison

turns over
Humor Academy operations and takes the Presidency reins
By Melissa Baartman Mork
Mary Kay Morrison has always been an educator, highly energetic, and very funny. When she combined
her love of education and her value of humor, the Humor Academy (HA) was born! In five years, this

program has developed into a strong and dynamic curriculum—but it began as the brainchild of Mary
Kay (with the help of some very smart women).

Mary Kay wrote a book in 2007 entitled Using Humor to Maximize Living: the links between positive

emotions and education. Her intent was to use it as a textbook for a class at a local community college.
Barbara Miller, professor at Portland State University, saw the book and offered to help Mary Kay

create a graduate level class through AATH. Shirley Trout also shared this vision of developing a course
on humor, and helped Mary Kay and Barbara by contributing documents and ideas. Karyn Buxman,

president of AATH at the time, offered significant support and encouragement for the development of
the Humor Academy.

In 2011, the first Humor Academy cohort was launched. After completion of the first year, the

participants didn’t want it to end, so Level II appeared. At the end of Level II, they wanted to continue
meeting, so Level III emerged! With each year of the program, curriculum organically developed into
a three year program that covers the study of humor (Level I), the application and practice of humor

Author
Dr. Melissa
Baartman Mork
is the mother
of two beautiful
children and the
wife of one hot
Norwegian. At Northwestern,
Dr. Mork teaches courses
in Abnormal Psychology,

(Level II), and the use of humor in professional and community leadership (Level III).

The current co-directors of the Humor Academy are incredibly grateful to Mary Kay for her vision and
for her energy to make her vision a reality. Our goal is to sustain this amazing program in the coming
years. Thanks for this legacy, Mary Kay!

Mary Kay may have retired as director of the Humor Academy but she won’t be lounging by the pool

quite yet. In May, she took over the AATH Presidency from Jill Knox. So congratulations on your welldeserved retirement Mary Kay. Oh, and congratulations, Mary Kay, on your new position as AATH
President.

Psychological Ethics, and
Manipulating Spousal Behavior
Using Psychological Control.

What is the Humor Academy?
The Humor Academy is a unique opportunity to learn, practice, and promote the benefits of

applied therapeutic humor. Volunteer members of AATH plan, organize and implement this program
for non-traditional students interested in the theory and scientific research of humor.

Friendships are born in the Academy as individuals from all walks of life come together to
experience how humor and laughter can benefit both personal and professional lives.

Is it for you? Yes, without a doubt! While the program has defined outcomes, it is also flexible. You
will be able to focus on your goals, while in turn, sharing the benefits of humor with others.

For more information on the Humor Academy, please visit our website at http://www.aath.org/
humor-academy.
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Change is Good

By Nila Nielsen

Change is good. I adopted the phrase from my very wise mother and

it has served me well. She also believed that change promotes growth.

Again, I agree. Recently, AATH President Mary Kay Morrison contacted
me with a request to help provide leadership for the Humor Academy.
Needless to say, I was a bit hesitant. As one of the founders of the

Academy (see sidebar), Mary Kay refers to the Academy as ‘her baby.’
Remembering that change is good I continued to listen to her request.

Those who know her understand that Mary Kay can be very persuasive

Melissa Mork, Kathy Laurenhue,

and doesn’t often take ‘no’ for an answer.

My enthusiasm peaked when she told me that the other co-directors would be Kathy Laurenhue and

Nila Nielsen, Mary Kay Morrison

Melissa Mork. I instantly began a happy dance — something that I often do when life presents uplifting

joy. The three of us had entered the Humor Academy together four years ago. The bond of friendship and
respect had already been formed. Yes, this change would be good!

We began our leadership by asking ourselves why it would take three of us to do the work of one. That
was dismissed as we reviewed the long list of things to be done and compiled our list of hopes and

Cynthia Keeler

Level I Advisor

dreams for the future of the Academy. How would we split out the duties? We decided to simply dig in
and start, knowing that our personal strengths would emerge. This is how we started:

• Kathy Laurenhue as CEO (Chief Enthusiasm Officer) of her own company, Wiser Now, has established
her career through training and sharing knowledge in the field of aging. Kathy would work with the
Academy’s webpage and program development.

• Dr. Melissa Mork is the Chair of the Department of Psychology at the University of Northwestern, St.

Cindy Miles

Level I Advisor

Paul. She adds the depth of research and knowledge of humor behavior to our trio. Melissa would ensure
a high quality of learning within the three Academy levels by working with the Level Advisors.

• As a retired educator and elementary principal, I love people and details. Hopefully, I add insight into

the educational process and assist with communication, enrollment and document management tasks.
Although the participants in the Academy are much taller than my former students, I am thrilled for the

Kay Poyner

Brown

Level II Advisor

opportunity to serve as a co-director.

As we work through this first year, new opportunities pop up to challenge our thinking. Our monthly codirector meetings are invigorating. We work with a spirit of learning and fun.

The Humor Academy has three levels. Throughout the yearlong program we depend on the help of our
Level Advisors: Cynthia Keeler (Level I), Cindy Miles (Level I), Kay Poyner Brown (Level II), Sporty King

Sporty King

Level II Advisor

(Level II) and Karyn Buxman (Level III). Through monthly phone calls, each advisor supports a group of

6-9 participants in the learning process while also forming both organizational and personal friendships.

As Directors, we also rely upon and thank Linda MacNeal, who keeps our historic records, Roberta Gold,

who works with graduates (CHP), and Barbara Miller, who serves those who wish to gain college credit for
work done in the Academy... and many, many more coaches and committee members.

Karyn Buxman

Level III Advisor

Change? Yes, there will be change. It’s inevitable! With it, people, programs and organizations thrive.
Should someone ask you to volunteer, I hope you will agree. Or better yet, call AATH and volunteer.
With your involvement, you, too, can witness first-hand how GOOD change can be.
Author
Dr. Nila Nielsen is a retired school principal. Despite the fact that she is no longer in the
school system, her speaking engagements provide her the opportunity to continue doing
her infamous ‘happy dance’ on a regular basis.
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Rev Up Your Humor at the 29th Annual Association for

Applied and Therapeutic Humor Conference and Humor Academy in
Mesa, Arizona on April 7-10, 2016!
You are no alone in your desire to explore the benefits of laughter and
the research on humor. Join forces with other humor professionals that
study, practice and support healthy humor and laughter. Graduate credit,
CEU and CHP (Certified Humor Professional) options available.
Featuring 45 guest speakers from around the world, including:
• Sheva Carr

• Renee Rongen

• Izzy Gesell

• Joyce Saltman

• Karen Knotts

• And 39 more!

• Dr. Michael Miller

Make your reservation
Have you marked your calendar? Have you made your reservations?

Our 2016 conference will be held April 7-10 at the Hilton Phoenix Mesa
Hotel located at 1011 W Holmes Ave., Mesa, AZ 85210.

Ed Dunkleblau did a fabulous job locating the site and negotiating a
great price.
ASSOCIATION FOR APPLIED
AND THERAPEUTIC HUMOR
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The conference room rate is $119 USD for single/double occupancy. But
it is subject to availability, so give them a call today at 480-833-5555.

Humor serves those who serve
By Chip Lutz
Did you know that less than one percent of the population of the United

States currently serves in uniform? Did you also know that less than three
percent has served? For me, it’s a statistic that boggles my mind.

For the past 8 years, I (along with several other AATH members), have had the

great privilege to work with all branches of the military as part of the Department
of Defense Yellow Ribbon Program. This program helps service members of the
National Guard and Reserve reintegrate back into civilian life after deployment.
It also helps their families cope with the many issues that arise during the
deployment process.

Our Reserve and Guard are a unique bunch. Most of the time they are civilians.
They have jobs, families, and communities that they are involved in but,

sometimes, they are called upon to serve. Many of the people I’ve met have

been deployed as many as 7 times in the decade in support of their country. Sometimes, for as long

Chip with daughter Victoria Wayne

as a year at a time. Can you imagine? It’s an operational tempo that takes a toll on an individual,
their families and significant others and also why the Yellow Ribbon Program is in existence.

In my time with the program, I’ve learned a lot about how humor can help with getting people back

to living a regular life after theirs has been disrupted in service to their country. Although I knew that
humor helped me during mine and my family’s” deployments.

Humor Serves With Hearing
Most of our Guard and Reserve are remote. They live away from their military
base and don’t really get to interact with others that speak their military

language. This can cause a feeling of isolation and many withdraw from sharing
their experiences with those around them (even those that they are close with).
At a Yellow Ribbon Event (usually held over a course of a weekend), they are

around those that have shared their experiences and speak their language. They
share their stories of trials and tribulations but, mostly, they share their funny

stories. Some of the humor is dark and most of it isn’t politically correct, but this
ability to laugh helps them connect, dig deeper, and find a way to deal with the

Chip works with a service

issues they’ve been facing.

member’s spouse.

Humor Serves With Healing
Like I stated previously, deployment takes a toll, and no deployment is the same. Everything can be
smooth on one deployment but the next can spur changes that push some to the edge. I met one

young Army man that had a lot of issues he was dealing with. Being back on home soil wasn’t easy.
He was constantly edgy and found himself being irritated with the littlest things. One thing that he

found as an issue was that, while he was gone, his wife moved in (all by herself) to the house they

had purchased just prior to him leaving and now, since coming home, he could never find anything.
In his frustration, he would lash out at his wife. His wife, instead of lashing back, used a little bit of

humor to ease the situation… she drew a schematic of the house and used refrigerator magnets to
display where things were and posted it on the fridge. Any time she would move something, she

would move it on the schematic. They both found this very funny (yes, humor is subjective) but their
ability to laugh at this small thing helped them connect, open up lines of communication and face
other things head on, together.

Continued on page 6
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Humor serves (continued from page 5)

Humor Serves Hope
Our service members face a lot of tough situations when they get home.

Finances, infidelity, things they experienced while they were away… you name it;
they’ve got to deal with it. They best speakers I’ve known in the Yellow Ribbon

Program were the ones that helped service members and their families find the
humor in a humorless situation or, at the very least, just made them laugh. I’ve

seen laughter act as a sort of helicopter that lifted them up over their issues so

they could get the perspective on what they were facing so they could cope and
see that there was light at the end of the tunnel. It didn’t cure it all but the ability
Chip works with a Unit Leader

to laugh gave them the ability to move on.

I know I’m preaching to the crowd. You, as humor professionals, get it. You walk the talk and aren’t

afraid to laugh out loud. But, I will ask you this favor: the next time you see a service member, don’t

thank them for their service. We serve because it’s what we do and a part of who we are (and, quite

frankly, it makes us uncomfortable). Instead, share a laugh with them. Because they, like most, like it,
appreciate it, and are in need of it.
Author
Lieutenant Commander Chip Lutz, USN(Ret), MSEd, CSP, is the President and founder of
Unconventional Leader, LLC, past AATH President and the conference chair for our 2015
Philadelphia Conference.

DOCUMENTARY REVIEW

Comedy Warriors:
Healing Through Humor
By Linda MacNeal
Take five wounded veterans and four top comedians, the result... laughter and the
healing power of humor.

As any comedian will tell you, the most poignant comedy comes from pain. And no one
knows this better than a service member with a life-changing injury. The documentary

features five severely wounded service members; four men and one woman, with injuries

ranging from burns to amputations. They tell their stories from the moment they decided to
enlist, to their experiences in combat, their struggles in coming home to heal, and the role
that humor plays in their rehabilitation.

As part of that process, they were teamed up with celebrated comedians and comedy

writers who mentored them in crafting a stand-up routine based around their experiences,

culminating in a live performance event. Writing sessions and round table discussions are an integral
part of the film, as the comedy mentors give advice, share anecdotes and interact with the Warriors.
While the subject is serious, the tone of the film is humorous and light-hearted. The purpose is to

document the struggles these individuals have gone through and their healing process. It serves as a
way of honoring their service and sacrifice, as well as provides a message of hope for injured service
members who have just begun this journey.

Continued on page 7
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Comedy Warriors (continued from page 6)
Ultimately, our Comedy Warriors pass their experience on to others, both fellow injured

service members and those they inspire along the way. The “Carpe Diem” spirit within each of
them encourages others to never give up and to follow their dreams.

This endeavor has been supported by Wounded Warrior Project (WWP), a national, nonpartisan organization whose mission is to honor and empower injured service members.

WWP’s purpose is to raise awareness and to enlist the public’s aid for the needs of injured

service members, to help injured service men and women aid and assist each other, and to
provide unique, direct programs and service to meet their needs.

The video was produced in 2013 and is 75 minutes in length. If you want to purchase the DVD of
the video, you can order it for $11.00 from Amazon or rent it from Amazon for $5.00.

att	
  

Author
Linda MacNeal is a professional speaker who produces therapeutic humor workshops teaching
people how to use humor to reduce stress and increase personal effectiveness. She is a former
member of the AATH Board of Directors and a national speaker for the Department of State for
returning veterans. What she does now though, no one really knows...

Esther Hyatt
We recently learned that the lovely Esther Hyatt has

	
  at	
  

passed away. She attended a number of conferences
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r	
  

We were also stunned and grateful to learn she named

ues	
  to	
  shine.	
  

and the photo, with Lenny Dave, shows her receiving
the Spirit of AATH award at Vincennes in 2014.

AATH as a beneficiary in her trust.

Thank you Esther! Your powerful light continues to
shine.
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Member Spotlight

By Karyn Buxman

Meet Dr. Heidi Hanna! Whether it’s presenting
on a stage in Venezuela, leading clients through
hiking trails at Canyon Ranch, or sitting
with pals at a Comedy Club, Dr. Heidi

Hanna, CEO of Synergy, lives her vision of

transforming organizations and individuals

by implementing customized brain-training

programs. Her company is aptly named, as Heidi

is a true collaborator and connector with numerous

corporate leaders, integrative neuroscientists, and experts
extraordinaire.

It seems that Heidi has always been fascinated by the brain and its
affect on our physical and emotional health. Growing up she was
highly competitive in sports, especially softball, and

next book, The Sharp Solution: A Brain Based
Approach to Optimal Performance, was a

NY Times best seller. This was followed by
Stressaholic: 5 Steps to Transform Your
Realtionship with Stress.

Her latest book*, Recharge: 5 Simple

Shifts to Energize Your Life, is an amazing

book on how to practice energy management. And despite the

fact that she recently professed that she was done writing books,

she is now currently working on yet another book — this one is on
resilience.

Heidi is a very compassionate soul and despite her jam-packed

schedule, she still finds time to support non-profits such as Blessings
In A Backpack and the Challenged Athletes

earned a full scholarship at Penn State where she

Foundation. She is co-founder of Beyond

was a star pitcher. She later continued her studies

Funny, an organization committed to improving

earning a master’s in mental health counseling and

global health and happiness, currently with

a doctorate in holistic nutrition. Her competitive

an emphasis on Alzheimer’s patients and

nature and her depth of knowledge contribute to her

those who care for them. You can find many

success in changing people’s lives.

free tools and resources at Beyond-Funny.

Heidi is forthcoming that she has struggled with

com. And best of all, she is an active and

anxiety, depression and panic attacks since

passionate supporter of AATH. Heidi has

childhood. This pain and suffering eventually led her

experienced firsthand what humor can do

to discover AATH, when she pursued her belief that
humor might be able to help in her recovery. Her

to help with anxiety and depression, as well
as energy management and resilience. So

transparency and authenticity about her challenges coupled with her

now she shares her message around the world on how humor (in

not only with hope, but with solid tools that can transform their health

people (and those in all walks of life) build healthier brains.

vast knowledge of brain health and wellness provides her audiences
and the efficiency of their brains.

For those who know that Heidi has addressed audiences around
the world (including Million Dollar Round Table, ESPN Women’s

Leadership Summit, and Fortune Magazine Most Powerful Women

in Business Summit), and that she’s a Million-Miler on Delta, it might
come as a surprise to know that she suffered from an intense fear

of speaking and flying! Yet Heidi walks her talk, and using the very

tools that she teaches her audiences and readers, she now reaches
thousands upon thousands of people around the globe.
Her first book, Relax Your

conjunction with several additional techniques) can help business

Heidi has shared her expertise on the AATH main platform; in

breakouts; is active in Humor Academy; and on September 26th,
2015 she spearheaded the first meeting of the newly formed
Southern California Chapter of AATH.

It looks like AATH can look forward to much more from Heidi for
years to come!

*You can download the first three chapters of Heidi’s book for free here: http://
synergyprograms.com/store/recharge-investment-strategies-for-your-mostvaluable-resource/

Fat Off, The #1 Solution for

Author

was the beginning of her

speaker, successful author, and neurohumorist.

how the mind and body are

laughter—and heal the humor-impaired.

Weight Loss Resistance,

Karyn Buxman, RN, MSN, DAIS, CSP, CPAE is an international

series of books addressing

Her mission: To improve global health and business through

inextricably connected. Her
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FLORENCE, ITALY IN OCTOBER 2013

AATH Sends In the Clowns
Over the last several years, AATH has created an educational forum to introduce the discipline of
hospital clowns as a therapeutic humor modality.

In the fall of 2013, Jacki Kwan, Kathy Keaton and Patty Wooten attended the First International
Conference on Pediatric Hospital Clowning in Florence, Italy.

Clowns from Italy, Brazil, Spain, Portugal, Israel, Austria, Slovenia, France, India, Canada, USA and

other countries, gathered to discuss the scientific evidence supporting the therapeutic effectiveness

of clowns in the pediatric healthcare setting. This forum provided the opportunity for hospital clowns
from 17 countries to report published research, define training principles and to share their expertise
and experience as therapeutic clown practitioners. We met the legendary “clown doctors” we’d

admired for years: the “Dream Doctors” from Israel; Caroline Simonds from Paris, France; Michael
Christenson from Big Apple Circus Clown Care in New York; Giora Seeliger, Red Nose Clown
Doctors International from Austria and so many, many more.

Together we discussed research about the therapeutic effectiveness of the hospital clown to reduce
preoperative anxiety, enhance a child’s cooperation with therapy and support “end of life” care, etc.

Other papers explored methods to train, mentor and evaluate new hospital clowns. Several focused on
specific techniques to enhance the value of the nurse-physician-clown communication as they care for

the pediatric patient together. One of the most surprising and innovative programs we heard about was
created by the “Dream Doctors” in Israel. These clowns described the interaction between the hospital
clown and child during the invasive examination after a sexual assault. We saw video footage of the
clowns using play, magic and pure foolishness to create a bond of trust and playful distraction. The

Above, top to bottom:
Jakie Kwan, Dr. YES
Kathy Keaton, Piccolo
Patty Wooten, PattycakeClown

child was so relaxed that she actually giggled as the physician performed the pelvic/rectal exam

Continued on page 10

The clown car is packed.

“Dream Doctors” from Israel
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Send in the clowns (continued from page 9)
Of the almost 50 presenters at the conference, only four were from the USA: Michael

Christensen (who spoke for AATH in the late 1990’s), Jacki Kwan, Patty Wooten and a
nurse from a small hospital in rural Virginia. By the time we learned of the conference,
neither Jacki nor I had enough time to create a controlled scientific experiment, so

we decided instead to present from a theoretical perspective. We asked ourselves, is

there a scientific theory that may explain the effectiveness of the interactions between
the clown and the child. What are the dynamics that may be at work within this

playful connection? Other researchers had measured the impact of the “clown-child

connection” and their influence on anxiety, pain, cooperation, etc. We wanted to use
accepted scientific theories to explain what might be happening at a “non-visible”
level.

Jacki’s presentation incorporated the work of David Siegel (Child psychologist from

UCLA) and his concepts of “neurobiology” and mirror neurons. The work of Barbara
With Michael Christensen of
Big Apple Clown Care Unit

Fredrickson (Professor of psychology at North Carolina University) and her theory of

“positivity resonance” were also included to explain the phenomena that occur during the interaction
between clown and child.

Patty’s presentation explored the possibility that quantum field theory and heart field coherence

might explain the therapeutic potential within the “clown and child connection.” This paper drew on
principles of sub atomic string theory and work from the Institute for Heart Math and Institute for
Noetic Sciences.

We each had only 20 minutes to present our papers — a huge challenge. I suspect that you, the

reader, may want to learn some the details of our paper. We have made this available to you on the
AATH website at www.aath.org/therapeutic-clowning-play.

As the discipline of therapeutic humor continues to grow in both acceptance and credibility, you can
be certain that hospital clowns from around the world will be part of the humor intervention team.
Send in the Clowns. Don’t Bother They’re Here!
Author
Patty Wooten is a fool, a nurse and past president of AATH. She also loves adventure. Patty has
hiked the Inca trail to Machu Picchu, driven a dog sled in the Arctic Circle and performed as a clown
on five continents.
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AATH Remembers

By Don Baird, PsyD

Remembering and Celebrating the Life of Dr. William Fry
The first time I met Dr. William Fry was on a bus in Birmingham, England. Europe was undergoing
a record-breaking heat wave, British Rail was giving away free sodas to cool their overheated
passengers, and portable fans were being marketed at four times their usual price.

In the midst of it all, Bill Fry was, if not cool, at least calm and collected. “Hello, I’m Bill Fry,” he said. Of
course he was. To any aficionado of humor research, his name and face were instantly recognizable. I

told him I was in England to attend my first International Society for Humor Studies conference. I added

that I lived in Chicago and was pursuing a doctorate in Clinical Psychology. Almost immediately he said,
“Oh, great! I’m trying to get a film going on humor and psychology. Would you like to be a part of it?”
That was Bill. If you were a friend of humor, you were his friend. And if you wanted to help the world
learn more about humor, he would help in any way he could.

Bill had many professional titles, awards, and accolades. He was a psychiatrist, a scientist, and an

author of many books. He won the AATH Lifetime Achievement Award. But more than that, he was a
mentor. He offered his knowledge, expertise, and experience freely and enthusiastically, without any

requirement of recognition, status or personal profit. And he offered inspiration and support to so many
who would make their own contributions to humor.

Take Allen Klein (please). This wonderful author of “The Healing Power of Humor” first encountered Dr.
Fry while looking for an advisor for his Master’s degree program. According to Allen, “Dr. Fry joyously
agreed to be my advisor. And I was overjoyed to be working with one of the leading researchers and
pioneers in the therapeutic humor arena. Looking back, Dr. Fry was the right choice and the perfect
person to guide me through my Master’s program.”

Don Nielsen noted that “if the field of humor studies was going to become more respected it would

have to become more scientific…. Bill conducted laboratory experiments and empirical studies related
to humor and laughter, and he published the statistical results of these studies in professional journals,
giving humor studies the support needed to be more respected by health professionals, scientists,
academics, and scholars around the world.”

Patty Wooten recalls that “Bill was always eager to help anyone interested in learning about the benefits

Bill with Steve Wilson

of humor.” As Joyce Saltman recalls, “I clearly remember the first time I wrote to Bill about his medical
work dealing with the actual physiological changes that resulted from the act of laughing, and he sent

me several articles immediately. He did not know me, I was fairly new in the field, and he had absolutely
nothing to gain—but sent his response as soon as I wrote to him.”

Bill kindly offered his written input on a paper Laurie Young and Kay Caskey were writing on humor. “It

must have taken him hours to go through” their written work, making comments on every page! But that
was Bill! And they have kept their original paper with his handwritten copies to this day!

Bill’s true lasting accomplishment to me is the example that he set as a mentor. He was constantly

seeking new opportunities to learn, was generous with sharing his ideas (by mail in the days before the
Internet), enthusiastic, and open to everyone with an interest in humor.

With enthusiasm and humor, sharing his knowledge for no financial reward or career

advancement, Bill was our field’s humorous mentor, guide, and companion.

Author
Don has presented his AATH Remembers for many years at our annual conferences.
He is a speaker, writer, adjunct professor in Clinical Psychology and all around great guy.
www.sufferingishighlyoverrated.net.
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marykay@questforhumor.com

HUMOR ACADEMY

GRADUATE CORNER
Checking in with some of our 2013 Graduates

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Maia Aziz
With Love and Laughter
maia@withloveandlaughter.ca

Linda MacNeal

SECRETARY
Sporty King
R. King & Associates
sk@sportyking.com

humor professionals who were already doing the work that

TREASURER
Dr. Gurinder Bains
Loma Linda University
gbains@llu.edu
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Jill Knox
The Sunny Side
jillknox@hotmail.com
DIRECTORS
Karyn Buxman, RN, MSN, CSP,
CPAE
What’s So Funny About...?
Karyn@KarynBuxman.com
Kathy Laurenhue
Wiser Now, Inc.
laurenhue@msn.com
Fr. Paul Moore, M.s., Lpc, Lmft
Client Focused Counseling
paul@clientfocused.org

Somers, New York
The Humor Academy was key in connecting me to other

I wanted to pursue. I train veterans, teachers and business

professionals how to add more humor to their work and their
lives.

Linda is not new to the humor world— she is a former
Ringling Brothers Clown

Dwayna Covey
Corinth, VT

I shine the light through peace, love and laughter, for others
who need support seeing and shining their own light.

Through coaching, writing and speaking I guide individuals
and teams to a place of lightness and

laughter for healthy communications for work, home or play
(they are all connected anyway).

Fif Fernandes

Auroville, Tamil Nadu, India
Thanks to Dr. Earl Henslin, who taught us about humour

and the brain and subsequently did a brain scan on Hamish

Melissa Mork
University of Northwestern
College
mbmork@unwsp.edu

and me, we relocated to Auroville, India, where there is

Jae Pierce-Baba
LipShtick Productions
jaepiercebaba@gmail.com

humour, laughter and clowning, with scientific research as a

Laurie Young
Laughter Works
laurie@laughways.com

AATH Headquarters
220 E. State St., FL G
Rockford, IL 61104
815-708-6587
C: 815-347-1139
info@aath.org
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less stress and more joy. We have started Komali MeDi

Clown Academy (www.mediclownacademy.org). Through
workshops, training and performances we Integrate joy,

therapeutic tool to reduce stress, prevent illness and improve
wellbeing. We have had direct impact with over 15,550

people in healthcare, education and business in villages and
the cities in India.

AATH conference research
poster projects By Cindy Miles
The recent AATH Conference in Philadelphia included presentations on four outstanding research
projects. There was tremendous response to the call for research posters, and eleven proposals
were submitted. The Research Poster Committee, comprised of Cindy Miles, Dr. Shirley Trout,
Dr. Melissa Mork, and Mary Kay Morrison, had the challenging task of selecting only four. Two
presentations were highlighted in the previous newsletter.

“Laughter and Mood in Adults with Parkinson’s Disease
and their Caregivers”
Debra DeCaro, MSW. This pilot study explored whether laughter, in the form of
Laughter Yoga, might be considered as a body/mind exercise that is beneficial
to mood in adults with Parkinson’s disease and their caregivers. The results of
the Laughter Yoga interventions showed a statistically significant increase in

mood for adults with Parkinson’s; caregivers’ mood also significantly improved
between pre-session and post-session. The findings suggest that, since

Laughter Yoga interventions in this pilot study improved the mood of adults

with Parkinson’s disease and their caregivers, therapists and other clinicians

should consider utilizing this unique technique to address co-morbid low-mood
conditions and include caregivers in the Laughter Yoga sessions for support
and their own benefit.

“Revel in Revelation”
Nicholas Mosca. This study surveyed courses offered by 200 colleges,

Association for Theological Schools, certified seminaries/divinity schools, and

ministerial training institutions across the globe. The results revealed a general
absence of academic courses that overtly explore humor, comedy, and/or

laughter in spiritual matters. As a result of this study, Mosca is currently writing
a book about how respectful, comic elements in different scriptures can foster
intra- and interfaith peace.

Anyone currently involved in research around the topic of applied therapeutic humor is encouraged
to consider submitting a research poster proposal for the 2016 AATH Conference next April.

Author
Cindy Miles is the Family Caregiver Resource Coordinator for the Southwestern Commission Area
Agency on Aging and is a Certified Laughter Yoga Teacher. She recently completed a multi-state
research project, which resulted in North Carolina’s approval of Laughter Yoga as a Title III-D
Evidence-Based Disease Prevention/Health Promotions Program.
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EXCERPT

Grow Down to Lighten Up

Book Review by Kelly Epperson
by Allen Klein ©2015

You Can’t Ruin
My Day

If I’m very depressed or if something’s bothering me today, my husband, Larry,
and I go back to the park. We get on the carousel horse and we start riding, and I
start singing at the top of my lungs. It is pure and absolute joy and happiness.
—Eda Le Shan, writer

by Allen Klein 2015

Today, you may encounter someone who angers you or some problem
that seems unsolvable. Instead of carrying that around with you, I’d
like to suggest you might get some new insights into that issue by
considering how a child might deal with it. Yes, I said a child because
children possess unencumbered wisdom.

We know Allen Klein as an

AATH Lifetime Achievement

Recipient and the self-proclaimed

Actor Dom DeLuise, for example, noted in a magazine interview, “I’ve
had a couple of serious bouts with depression where nothing made
me laugh. Everything was wrong—life was hopeless and I was feeling
useless. One of the best gifts I ever got was at Christmastime one
year when I was depressed. When my son asked me what I wanted
for Christmas, I said, ‘Happiness—and you can’t give it to me.’
On Christmas day, this little innocent boy who weighed sixty pounds
gave me a piece of cardboard with the word ‘Happiness’ written on it.
He simply said, ‘You see, Dad, I can give you happiness!’”
Children’s book author and illustrator Maurice Sendak recounts
another charming story about one child’s unbridled enthusiasm:
“Once a little boy sent me a charming card with a little drawing. I loved
it. I answer all my children’s letters—sometimes very hastily—but this
one I lingered over. I sent him a card and I drew a picture of a Wild
Thing on it. I wrote, ‘Dear Jim: I loved your card.’

Jollytologist. He is also a teacher,
in the very best sense, and his

latest book, You Can’t Ruin My
Day, is a handbook for life.

In the book’s Foreword, author
Kristine Carlson (wife of the

late Richard Carlson, author of Don’t Sweat the
Small Stuff) says “Allen and his book are funny,
lighthearted and REAL.” Amen.

Allen’s dedication sets the tone from the very

beginning: “To the policeman who gave me a

speeding ticket; without him the idea for this book

“Then I got a letter back from his mother and she said, ‘Jim loved
your card so much he ate it.’ “That to me was one of the highest
compliments I’ve ever received. He didn’t care that it was an original

would not have happened.” You Can’t Ruin My Day is a delightful cover-

Maurice Sendak drawing or anything. He saw it, he loved it, he ate it.”

open it up and turn to any page and read the wake-up call presented.

Adults carry with them a whole history of past experiences that
frequently color their decisions of their current circumstances.
Children, on the other hand, don’t have that background that might
influence their actions. They therefore often provide a much more
spontaneous and clearer take on a situation.
Young children are not spoiled by the complexities of the adult world.
They often cut right through adult limited thinking. They get right to
the heart of the matter. Sometimes their unadulterated wisdom can
provide much more direct and simple answers to problems.
Lighten-Up
I was testing children in my Dublin Sunday school class to see if they
understood the concept of getting to heaven. I asked them, “If I sold
my house and my car, had a big garage sale and gave all my money
to the church, would that get me into heaven?”
“NO!” the children answered.
“If I cleaned the church every day, mowed the garden, and kept
everything tidy, would that get me into heaven?”
Again, the answer was “NO!”
“If I gave sweets to all the children and loved my husband, would that
get me into heaven?”
Again, they all answered “NO!”
I was just bursting with pride for them.
I continued, “Then how can I get into heaven?”
A six-year-old boy shouted out: “Yuv gotta be fookin’dead...”
(Excerpted with permission from You Can’t Ruin My Day. Published by Viva
Editions, 2015. http://amzn.to/1QyuLnW)

to-cover read and is just as helpful (and funny, lighthearted, and real) if you

That is the format of the book: 52 Wake-Up calls to make you see your life

and perceived obstacles in a new light. Allen prescribes techniques to take
back your power and not let anyone or anything ruin your day.

Each Wake-Up call is followed appropriately with Follow-Up, practical
ways to implement the lesson of the wake-up call, and Lighten Up, a

lighthearted anecdote to leave you with a smile. Peppered with quotes

throughout, You Can’t Ruin My Day is a book to read, to act on, and to

keep on the shelf. Just seeing the cover will remind you that no one can
ruin your day unless you let them.

As Allen says, “Whatever you give to the world, the world gives back to
you.” Allen has given us a guidebook and a toolkit to take us through

a year, and ultimately a lifetime, of more joy and less stress. This book

should be classified as a “must read” and every day we can remember to
wake up, follow up, and always, lighten up. Thanks, Allen.

Reviewer
A former IRS agent now an agent of joy, Kelly helps people fulfill their
dreams. Kelly has written 25+ books, some for New York Times best
selling authors. “Kelly Epperson is an absolutely amazing wordsmith.
I am in awe of her talent.” Robert Allen, NYT #1 bestseller The One
Minute Millionaire.
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Member Spotlight

By Missy (Gail) Ostrishko

If you were at the conference this summer, you remember
Kyle Edgell. She mesmerized us with her magic, one

personalized piece of art at a time. Something you

might not realize about her is that she is not as silly

or attention seeking as she may seem. According to

Kyle, it’s a habit to break the ice and crank up the fun

in a room full of strangers, sometimes making even

herself feel uncomfortable,

She admits even her first experience with AATH elicited

borderline embarrassment. But it didn’t take her long to settle in to the science

and serious side of the power of humor, laughter and fun. What she learned at the

conference resonated with all she knows and does as a caricature entertainer. According to Kyle, a

Kyle at work

caricature is not just a picture but also a personal therapy session. She describes caricatures as only
a small part of what makes people laugh and remember their encounter; it is the antics, interaction,
singing, dancing and stories that culminate in the big ‘reveal.’ These five-minute adventures create
lasting memories and connect people in ways that nothing else can.

Her career as a caricature artist has been an evolution and epiphany; first prompted by poverty, then

perpetuated by people more than willing to pay for her work. Homegrown in a small southern town she

is still in awe of the fact that she earns a living with a .69 Crayola marker. Of course, we all know it is not

the marker but her mastery of etching the essence of people’s personalities so perfectly, that earns her a
spot in so many hearts.

Kyle is committed to promoting health and community through art and laughter in a variety of venues.

Her work knows no boundaries and has taken her as far as Kenya and Nicaragua, where small children

Sporty King and his alter ego.

swarmed her, even dangling from trees in awe of her artistry.

Her intention is to be a vehicle for humor, expanding her work with more intentional opportunities

to integrate the therapeutic aspects of humor into personal and professional interactions. She has

experienced this firsthand in her work with geriatric patients and caregivers, consciously teaching them
to ‘see the funny’ and embrace its contagious nature.

Kyle’s pet parrot, Jazz, is a living barometer of the ups and downs in her life, quick to remind her when
it’s time to lighten up.

Sometimes her audience suggests her hand must hurt after all the drawing, but Kyle insists it is her

cheeks that are most fatigued, all four of them! She feels blessed with a job where the laughter is the

most exhausting element, but has also learned that it doesn’t have to be full throttle to be fun or funny,
which suits her more reserved side. Though she didn’t care for the question, Kyle indicated a selfcaricature would combine Tigger Jessica Rabbit and Bambi.
Please visit Kyle at www.kyleedgell.com
Author
Missy (Gail) Ostrishko is a speaker, author and coach, specializing in bringing out the best in

The author in two dimensions

individuals and organizations. She lives on Topsail Island, NC with her faithful canine companion,
Graci. Visit www.gailo.com for more information.
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Changes, more changes!
Yes, we have had a few changes this past year! But some of you are wondering, when the heck are
they going to update that web site???

Well, the changes have begun, particularly in the Humor Resource section. Check it out!
www.aath.org/humor-resource-home

All books linked for immediate purchase.
First, we have linked all the books listed in each category directly to our Amazon affiliate store. The

advantage for you is that by clicking on any link, you can learn much more about any of the books

than we could possibly tell you. Clicking on any link does NOT obligate you to buy the book. Simply
close the link or hit the back button to return to the AATH site.

ALL sales benefit AATH!
The advantage for AATH is that ANY purchase you make while on the Amazon site – when you

have accessed Amazon through the AATH site – raises money for AATH. So feel free to decline the
book and buy a boat instead! Or think about redoing your bedroom set or buying a new 3-D TV!

Note: Below the Amazon links, we have repeated the list of books in each category in alphabetical
order according to the author’s last name.

Here are the Humor Resources categories (subject to change):

Do your holiday
shopping through
the AATH Humor
Resource Store!

Creativity and Play
Grief, Loss, & Mental Health
Humor & Aging
Humor in Education, Learning,
& the Brain
Humor & Gender, Race, &
Ethnicity

Humor, Happiness & Positive
Psychology

Leadership

Humor & Health

Therapeutic Clowning

Humor & Spirituality

Laughter and Smiling

Humor Skills Development
Humor Theory
Humor & Work, Business and

We have added several new categories:

AATH member author books — another good reason for all you AATH authors to keep your dues
up to date!

Humor Academy recommendations for participants, but good for all.
Just for Fun section with Groucho glasses, rubber chickens, and much more.

Contributions from Don and Alleen Nilsen:
The last two sections have come to us from the generosity of the Don and Alleen Nilsen, two

of the founding members of the International Society for Humor Studies (ISHS), a world-wide

multidisciplinary organization of academics and researchers who have interest in studying some
aspect of humor.

Until 2006, the Nilsens diligently updated the bibliographies, which include books, journal and
magazine articles. If you are a researcher, these bibs are priceless.

All Their Power Points
Even better, the Nilsens have provided us with access to all of their amazing humor-related Power

Points. They cover subjects from Animal Play, Health and Humor, Irony, Clowns, Gallows Humor, to

Optical Illusions — 62 in all. And they continuously update them. If you haven’t opened one, you are
missing a treat: www.aath.org/don-and-alleen-power-points
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Within each category you will find:
Articles written by AATH members, free to be downloaded. More will be added, and if you have an

Our editorial
staff:

article that would be good to post, let Kathy Laurenhue or Laurie Young know about your work.

Laurie Young,

Related organizations that might be of interest to our members will be posted.

Hunter and

Gatherer —

Books, books, books, many by AATH members you can buy immediately while helping the

the place

organization. Many of the authors have written more books, and many are also available
through Kindle. Check them all out!

to come if

you need to be hunted or
gathered.

So it goes like this:

Sporty King,

Category

Master of

1. Free articles by AATH authors

all Things

Correct—

2. Related organization

whether it is
those dang

3. Books:

apostrophe’s, writing rules of

• Immediate purchase from Amazon

the road or even which car

should go first at a four way

• Money earned from purchase is sent to AATH

stop, he is your man.

Other humor resources details:

Kay Caskey,

• Many books are listed in multiple categories because they fit in many.
• We have tried to list primarily books written within the last 10 years or so. If a book is older,
especially over 20 years old, it is probably considered a classic, so don’t dismiss it.
• Most of the books on these humor topics are quite serious, but here and there we have thrown in
something more lighthearted. Give us your opinions on these inclusions.

Uberreader—
send your
long,

complicated
texts to Kay.

• Although we have listed a few expensive books, most are under $20, and many can be
purchased (used) for as little as a penny, plus $3.99 shipping.

She is very smart.

• Yes, we welcome your suggestions for different books or additional books, especially in the
categories that are small, but we cannot promise any more will be added before the end of the year.

Most importantly, thanks

• Yes, we are considering whether we can offer products not available through Amazon, but no
decision is likely to be made quickly.

have helped make this

to all the authors who
newsletter a reality.

We have stopped updating magazine and journal articles. In 1985 you could read everything ever
written about therapeutic Humor, but not so today; to keep those things in the right category is a
too-time-consuming task. However, we do plan to list them all by year. We need a volunteer to
gather and list journal and magazine articles by year.

Questions? Suggestions? Kathy can be reached at laurenhue@msn.com and Laurie at laurie@
laughways.com.

Author

Author

Kathy Laurenhue

Laurie Young
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Baby Joke
Contest:
We didn’t get a huge
number of baby caption
entries so we thought
we would try a different
contest. This time it
is a baby joke telling
contest.

Fabulous prizes!
Message to
members
Welcome to the

AATH Humor Voice, a

newsletter for, about, and
by our members.
We hope you enjoyed the
second edition!
We’d like to hear from you
about things you would
like to see include. Please
send your ideas to:
Laurie Young at laurie@
LaughWays.com

Next Issue
• We will talk about the upcoming conference.
• Member Spotlight will shine on another member or two. Send us your ideas!
• Your funny story, images, or research you would like to share.

Think about year-end giving!
We are a 501c corporation, which means you can deduct your donation on your taxes. We are

changing but volunteers can’t do all that needs to be done and everything has a cost. Please keep
AATH in mind.
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